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Our Classrooms
Beyond

Morah Devoiry

Rabbi Moldaver

Dovi, Yosef Tzvi and Nesanel welcomed Braidy – the story

I’m so proud of Yehuda for always smiling, learning how to

braid – to our class. Braidy helps us retell and develop stories

ride a bike without training wheels and for putting a lot of

in a hands-on manner. We learned that each story can have

time and patience into practicing the Brachos for his Aliya

a Braidy (character) in many different forms. We also got to

to the Torah on Simchas Torah! Chaim has become a great

know the star (setting) icon on Braidy. We certainly hope

davener and is very friendly. I am especially proud of him

this will help us become first class story tellers!

for being Mevater a lot! Avi is always #1 in line up and
follows rules so nicely. On his own, he took paper towels to
wipe off all four wet swings on the playground and threw
out the paper towels in the garbage. Nesanel surprised me
the other day by getting all the boys, after recess, to open
their siddurim and have their fingers on the place to begin
davening! Yisroel Yaakov comes off the bus every morning
with a big smile and a happy “good morning Rebbe” to start
our day. Yosef is friendly and shares the bikes with others. He
also has learned how to throw a football really well! Dovid
is very flexible when it comes time to pick his options at
recess time! Mordechai has become a very good listener and
always helps me put the bikes away in the shed and lock
them up. Yosef Zvi adds a happy atmosphere during recess
and shares his winning smile with others. Zorach is a great
listener, big Mevater and radiates happiness constantly.
Yaakov is an amazing davener and gets along nicely with
everyone. Zev Tzvi has become a good listener and I was so
proud one day when he took off his sweater and gave it to
someone who was cold. Yaakov Meir is great at sports and
shows respect and friendship to all his classmates. Dov Ber
helps keep the Yeshiva clean – any opportunity to make his
classroom neater – he is there with a smile.

